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The EZ Hold is a manual-assist compression device 
developed to aid the clinician in manual femoral 
pressure.

The device was designed and patented by an RN who 
sought to reduce hand fatigue and direct contact with 
bodily fluids. The ergonomic design of the EZ Hold 
permits the clinician to hold pressure comfortably with 
one hand while palpating the pulse with the other.

The  EZ Hold is best used in conjunction with our line 
of Neptune Discs. These come in two styles and have 
the advantage of having a Neptune pad built into the 
disc, which speeds up hemostasis and reduces 
holding times.

Item Number UOM

8260-20

Description

 2 lb. EZ Hold 1 each

EZ HOLD & DISCS

Features
Reduces hand fatigue

Ergonomic design

Cuts down on direct contact with bodily fluids 

Can be held comfortably with one hand

Fits a wide variety of discs
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PRESSURE DISCS

TZ Medical's Femoral Pressure Discs are used as a hemostasis device with either our EZ Hold or 
compression clamp products. Our discs help to apply firm and even pressure on the access point to 
ensure hemostasis is achieved safely and effectively. Our discs come in a variety of shapes and sizes 
to accommodate all technician preferences and patient body types.

STANDARD DISCS

NEPTUNE DISCS Femoral pressure discs ensure that just the right 
amount of pressure is applied to the access site 
when used in conjunction with our EZ hold
device.

TZ Medical Neptune Discs use the power of 
calcium alginate to speed up hemostasis. The 
calcium alginate is sustainably harvested from 
seaweed and is an all-natural product.
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Round Universal Oval Universal Round Omega Large Round Omega Oval Omega

Round Universal Neptune Oval Universal Neptune

Item Number Description UOM

Oval Universal disc
Round Universal disc
Oval Universal disc w/ Omega opening
Round Universal disc w/ Omega opening
Large Round Universal disc w/ Omega opening
Oval Universal disc w/ Neptune
Round Universal disc w/ Neptune

8880-01
8880-02
8880-03
8880-04
8880-06
8880-07
8880-08

Box of 50
Box of 50
Box of 50
Box of 50
Box of 50
Box of 10
Box of 10




